This study examines the traditional compensation model for real estate brokers under which both the listing and buyer brokers are paid by the seller based on a percentage of the property sales price. We argue that this model has not evolved to reflect contemporary legal agency relationships and technology-driven information availability. It therefore creates substantial transactional inefficiencies for buyers and sellers at both the matching and bargaining stages of a transaction. While there is evidence that market forces are pushing for a change in the status quo, there is also evidence that the brokerage industry is resisting this change by pursuing anti-competitive policies and laws. We explore the economics of the current and alternative compensation structures and suggest policy implications regarding anti-competitive behavior in the brokerage industry.
Introduction
In the traditional model of real estate brokerage, the seller agrees to pay the commission based on a percentage of the property sales price. The percent today is typically in the range of 5 to 6 percent.
1 Cooperating brokers are invited to participate in the transaction by introducing and working with potential buyers, and the commission is then split between the listing broker and the cooperating (buyer) broker.
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A real estate broker's services can be separated into two basic functions: matching, where a real estate broker assists sellers and buyers in finding a suitable trading partner, and, once a match is made, bargaining, where a broker assists the buyer and/or seller in negotiating the terms and conditions of a purchase and sale agreement (Miceli, Pancak, and Sirmans, 2000) . 3 Two significant changes have occurred which make the current compensation structure obsolete. The first is a technogical change affecting the matching stage, and the second is a legal change affecting the bargaining stage.
The matching function of real estate brokers has significantly changed given the emergence of the widespread availability of information on the internet. Prior to the 1990's, real estate brokers had almost exclusive control over information about properties listed for sale and prices of properties that recently sold. For buyers and sellers to gain access to this information, they had to work with a real estate broker. In many ways, brokers were real estate market information gatekeepers, controlling information needed by buyers regarding available listings, and by sellers regarding potential buyers. While real estate brokers argue that they have copyrightable property ownership of listing information, 4 information about property for sale is readily available to all consumers on the internet. Sites like realtor.com and zillow.com provide extensive detail on properties, including size and location, as well as photos and online tours. A buyer can now search properties and narrow down choices from the computer, rather than requiring a live tour with a broker. The traditional compensation model for brokers has not evolved to reflect their diminished role in the matching stage.
Agency relationships in real estate brokerage have also changed, affecting the bargaining stage of a brokerage transaction. Previously, the broker working with the buyer was a subagent of the seller and represented the seller's best interest. Thus it was logical that the seller would compensate the subagent. There were, however, numerous problems with subagency, not the least of which was that both the buyer and the subagent working with the buyer did not realize that the subagent owed legal duties to the seller. 5 Starting in the 1990's, however, states began to revise their licensing laws, allowing for buyer brokerage and in some instances discouraging subagency. Now, in the majority of transactions, the broker working with the buyer is no longer a subagent of the seller, but rather an agent of the buyer (and referred to as a "buyer broker"). 6 While a legal relationship between buyer and broker has been established (from non-representation to agency representation), the compensation model has not changed accordingly. In most transactions, the seller still pays the buyer broker's fee via the split commission. 7 Economists argue that the market will take care of any inefficiencies that changing circumstances create in a compensation model. And we have in fact begun to see new brokerage models emerge to meet the changes of the last decade. There have been recent attempts by discount brokerage firms to reduce commission rates and fee-for-service firms to unbundle brokerage services and price them separately. 8 While the market is exploring various brokerage compensation structures, it appears that there is significant industry resistance to any such change. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) has alleged that brokers desiring to maintain the traditional compensation structure are undermining the efforts of discount and fee-for-service brokers. 12 Recently, the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) sued the National Association of Realtors (NAR) have alleged noncompetitive behavior in NAR policies that allow brokers to restrict the display of their listing information on other websites and restrict brokers that display MLS information online from referring customers to other brokers for a fee. 13 The DOJ and FTC have also commented to various states that laws restricting brokers from offering rebates, and incentives to consumers as well as laws requiring brokers to provide a minimum level of services to consumers, limit competition.
14 It is time to ask whether the traditional residential real estate brokerage compensation model is obsolete. In exploring this question, we organize our paper as follows. The second section reviews prior literature on real estate brokerage compensation. The third section models the two real estate brokerage functions, matching and bargaining, focusing on the compensation structure, particularly split commissions. We argue that in the matching stage, is to maintain the current compensation structure. Finally, the fifth section summarizes our proposals for reform of the compensation model.
Prior Literature
Numerous articles have discussed whether real estate brokerage is competitive, efficient, and equitable, taking the compensation structure as a given. Regarding competition among brokers, some studies find uniformity among rates and others find that rates vary (Sirmans and Turnbull, 1997) . Whether uniformity is a result of competition or collusion, 15 however, has been much discussed. Bartlett (1981) and Crockett (1992) point to cooperation among brokers as the source of uniform commissions. Braswell and Poe (1992) take this analysis one step further, positing that the practice of giving one broker an exclusive right to sell creates anti-competition.
In contrast, Yavas (2001) contends that fixed costs for brokers drive rate uniformity, while Levmore (1993) argues that fixed commissions are expected since they eliminate the problem of agents devoting excessive effort to properties where the the marginal commission is higher. Sykes (1993) disagrees with Levmore, reasoning that commissions are uniform
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As for efficiency, Miceli (1992) and Crocket (1982) argue that uniform commission rates will lead to inefficient non-price competition. Yavas (1996) concludes that a net listing, as compared to a flat fee or percentage commission, maximizes both broker profit and buyer/seller surplus. Miceli (1991) reveals that commission split arrangements maximize the joint profit, but not joint effort, of brokers. Further literature, outside the scope of this article, discusses brokers' effect on price and time on the market. 16 As for equitability, Rutherford, Springer, and Yavas (2005) have shown that the percentage commission structure creates an agency problem, where the agent spends too little effort. This is in keeping with most past theoretical models that have argued that, while the percentage commission structure aligns agent and seller interests, an agent will still not expend the efficient level of effort on behalf of sellers. (But see Williams (1998) , who develops a model in which the percentage commission structures does not create agency problems.)
When looking at the above issues, the prior research has predominantly focused on the search by brokers for buyers, which we referred to as the matching stage. The brokerage function of assisting in negotiating, which we refer to as the bargaining state, is typically only mentioned in passing. This may be due to the historical fact that in the past both brokers involved in a transaction were theoretically negotiating on behalf of the seller. The advent of buyer brokerage, however, has changed the analysis of the bargaining stage. Now, at least theoretically, there is negotiation between the listing broker on behalf of the seller and the buyer broker on behalf of the buyer. Curran and Schrag (2000) looked at the effect of buyer negotiating position in the case of high end properties. However, Yavas and Colwell (1999) point out the obvious problem that when buyer brokers are paid a percentage of sales price, their interests are not aligned with those of the buyer.
Very little has been written in the academic literature proposing alternative broker compensation structures. Miceli (1991) briefly discussed an alternative arrangement with the goal of maximizing broker search effort, while still inducing them to take on listings. He proposed that sellers pay a fixed fee to a broker to list a property on the MLS, and then a commission to only the broker who locates a buyer. This is very close to some of the alternative broker arrangements we are seeing the marketplace now, a decade and half later.
From the perspective of bargaining function, however, this arrangement does not address the agency problems associated with buyer brokers being compensated based on the sales price. Treleven (1993, 1994) buyer broker's fee. This compensation model is interesting in that it appears to align incentives correctly. However, it does not separate out the matching and bargaining functions of brokers, which may be appropriate in today's transactional environment. Yavas and Colwell (1999) end their article by briefly speculating that as MLS information is distributed on the internet, sellers may pay a fixed amount to list on the MLS.
The seller may then hire a broker separately to assist with negotiations. The buyer would separately hire a buyer broker for property showings and to assist in negotiation. Now that property sale information is widely available, it is time to look at this proposed compensation structure more carefully.
In the next section we revisit the incentives created under the traditional compensation model and speculate as to how these incentives impact transactional efficiency and competition. Our analysis differs from previous work in several ways. First, we explicitly separate out and model both the matching and bargaining functions of a broker; second, we examine the impact of split commissions on broker search for both buyers and listings; third, we allow buyers to be represented by buyer agents and derive compensation structures for both buyer's and seller's agents that reflects their conflicting incentives; and finally, we examine the relationship between compensation structures and recently alleged anticompetitive behavior in the brokerage industry.
The Traditional Compensation Model
Elsewhere we have argued that a real estate transaction can be divided into two distinct stages: the matching stage, during which buyers and sellers search for suitable trading partners, and the bargaining stage, during which the sale price and other terms are negotiated (Miceli, Pancak, and Sirmans, 2000) . Traditionally, brokers have played a crucial role in both stages, but these roles are quite different and potentially incompatible in the following sense.
During the matching stage, cooperation among brokers in the form of shared information is important for achieving the best possible matches between buyers and sellers. Once a match is made, however, the buyer and seller (and their brokers) enter a bargaining phase that puts them in direct conflict, primarily with regard to the determination of the sale price. Thus, a climate of cooperation gives way to one of conflict. We believe that this tension between cooperation and conflict is a primary source of the problems with the brokerage industry as it is currently structured.
In the next two sub-sections, we examine the matching and bargaining stages from the perspective of broker compensation. 17 In the matching stage we examine the incentive effects of split commissions in MLS sales regarding the search efforts of brokers. Then, in the bargaining stage, we derive the optimal fee structure for both buyer and seller agents, and compare them to the current practice of calculating the gross commission as a percentage of the sale price and splitting it between the buyer's and seller's brokers. We will conclude that in both stages, the current split commission compensation structure is inadequate regarding broker incentives.
The Matching Stage
As noted, the function of real estate brokers during the matching stage is to search for buyers on behalf of home sellers. 18 The probability of a successful match during this stage is presumably an increasing function of the number of potential buyers who see a property.
Thus, sellers achieve the maximum probability of success when brokers share their information widely through the MLS, for then sellers gain access to the entire stock of buyers by contacting any single broker. In this way, the prospect for success of sellers is independent of the actual structure of the brokerage industry (the number and scale of firms), which is determined by the technology of search, as described below.
If brokers do not share listing information with other brokers, access to buyers may be limited. A broker may perceive that withholding a listing from the MLS may increase his or her chance of attracting a buyer and keeping the entire commission. This is a consequence of the standard fee arrangement in co-brokered (MLS) sales, whereby the listing broker splits his or her commission with a buyer broker. Therefore, while sharing brokerage information through the MLS is efficient, the split-commission compensation model may create a structure that impedes full sharing of information in practice. We will argue that withholding listing information from other brokers is unproductive in that it limits a seller's potential trading partners and thus decreases the likelihood of an efficient match. The allocative efficiency of the brokerage industry can be improved by ensuring that information about property for sale reaches as many potential buyers as possible.
In addition to searching for buyers, brokers also search (compete) for listings. This again is a consequence of the compensation model, which entitles the broker first contacted by a seller (the listing broker) to a share of the commission from any sale involving that listing, including those in which another broker locates the buyer. 19 We will argue however, that unlike an unimpeded search for buyers, competition for listings is unproductive in that it does not increase the likelihood of a sale, but only affects the distribution of gains. The allocative efficiency of the brokerage industry can potentially be improved by discouraging such wasteful competition for listings.
To illustrate the foregoing points, consider the following model. Let Under the traditional split commission arrangement, broker i can receive revenue from three sources (Yinger, 1981) . First, he can attract a listing and match it with one of his own buyers.
In this case, he earns the entire commission, A. The expected income from this source is
where N≡ ∑ m j j n is the total number of buyers. Thus, n i /N is the probability that a match is made with one of i's buyers. Second, broker i can attract a listing and match it with another broker's buyer, in which case, he earns a fraction 1-α of the commission. The expected income from this source is
where (N-n i )/N is the probability of a match with another broker's buyer. Finally, broker i can locate a buyer for another broker's listing, in which case he earns a fraction α of the commission. The expected income from this source is
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which, after simplifying, becomes
The objective of broker i is to choose n i and s i to maximize expected income net of search costs:
We assume that the brokerage industry is sufficiently competitive that in maximizing (5), broker i takes A, α, N, and the behavior of other brokers as given. The resulting first-order conditions for n i and s i , respectively, are
Brokers therefore search for buyers, and compete for listings, to the point where the marginal expected income equals the marginal cost. Note that α is crucial in determining the amount that brokers invest in the two activities. Specifically, as α, the share of the commission paid to the buyer's broker, increases, brokers invest relatively more in search for buyers and less in competition for listings. This observation leads to the following result:
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Proposition: It is in the collective interests of brokers, and also allocatively efficient, to eliminate competition among brokers for listings by setting α=1. That is, the broker who actually locates a buyer receives the entire commission.
Proof: To prove that eliminating competition for listings is in the collective interests of brokers, sum the expected profits in (5) 
p(mn)A -m[c(n) + w(s)],
where N=mn. Since q drops out of the expected income term, competition for listings is purely dissipative. Brokers would therefore collectively benefit by setting α=1 in (6) and (7), or by awarding the full commission to the broker who finds a buyer. To prove allocative efficiency, set α=1 in (6) , and note that free entry of brokers implies that profits in (5) are zero, or
Combining this with (6) implies that
or that average search costs per broker are minimized. 21 Thus, the brokerage industry is efficiently organized. 
The preceding analysis has shown that split commissions in MLS transactions have the undesirable effect of channeling brokers' efforts into wasteful competition for listings We note several qualifications to the preceding conclusion. First, many have argued that split commissions are necessary for brokers to be willing to share their listings with other brokers. Thus, elimination of splits might undermine information sharing in the matching stage. While this may be true in a world where access to the MLS is exclusively controlled by participating brokers, our proposal involves eliminating ownership of the MLS by brokers and granting free access to sellers (possibly for a fixed fee to cover maintenance costs). No one broker would own a listing, but instead all participating brokers would search for a buyer under a winner-take-all fee structure.
Second, it could be argued that such an arrangement could lead to a different sort of inefficiency-namely, a wasteful race among brokers to be first to locate a buyer. 22 This did not happen in the current model because we assumed that the industry was large enough that individual brokers took N (and hence p(N)) as given. However, if the number of brokers is small enough that they perceive their effect on p(N), such a race could emerge.
Third, the model is based on the premise that searching for buyers is the only productive activity of brokers. This reflects the idea that the demand for brokerage services is derived from sellers, so there is no need for brokers to "search" for them. This is especially relevant as the technology of search permits more and more sellers to search on their own, thus reducing the need for brokers in the matching stage.
Finally, nothing in the current analysis required the compensation of brokers to be based on a percentage of the sale price. A broker only needs an incentive to bring together suitable trading partners, not necessarily to obtain the highest price for the seller or the lowest price for the buyer. As such, at the matching stage, the broker acts more as a middleman than as a representative. In some states, licensing laws will need to be rethought to allow this type of involvement.
The Bargaining Stage
Once a buyer is found, the matching stage ends and the bargaining stage begins. It is here that the actual sale price is determined. 23 In traditional brokerage, the two stages are linked by the commission, which to this point we have treated as a constant, A. In fact, the commission is traditionally specified as a percentage of the sale price, or A=σP, where σ is the commission rate, 0<σ<1, and P is the negotiated price. 24 A common justification for the use of a percentage commission is that it gives brokers an incentive to work hard on behalf of sellers to obtain the highest price possible (see, e.g., Zorn and Larsen, 1986 ). The problem, however, is that this creates perverse incentives for brokers working on behalf of buyers.
Historically, buyer brokers were viewed by the law as agents of the seller, but as discussed above, this has changed significantly in recent years due to the misperception that it often created for buyers-namely, that the buyer's broker was acting on the buyer's behalf. In view of this conflict, we derive the characteristics of an efficient compensation scheme for both buyer and seller brokers (agents) during the bargaining stage. In doing so, we assume that each party hires their own agent and therefore can structure the compensation scheme independently so as to achieve the proper incentives.
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First, we define P(e s ,e b ) to be the negotiated sale price, where e s is the effort of the seller's agent, and e b is the effort of the buyer's agent (both specified in dollar terms). Thus, P 1 >0 and P 2 <0 (where subscripts denote partial derivatives). Next, we specify the following linear compensation schemes for the seller's agent and the buyer's agent, respectively:
The problem for the seller is to choose β and γ to maximize P−f s , while the problem for the buyer is to choose δ and ε to minimize P+f b , in both cases subject to the incentive compatibility and participation constraints of the agents. Incentive compatibility requires that the seller's agent choose e s to maximize f s −e s , and the buyer's agent choose e b to maximize f b −e b . It immediately follows that to align the incentives of the parties perfectly, we must have γ=1 and ε=−1, with β and δ being constants (i.e., independent of P). To verify this, note that when γ=1 and ε=−1, the agents choose e s and e b , respectively, to solve
which define the first-best levels of effort. The optimal values of β and δ are then set to ensure that the agent's are willing to participate in the contract.
Under this scheme, the seller's fee takes the form β+P, which has the following implications. First, the agent's return increases dollar-for-dollar with P, in contrast to a
Compensation Model Draft June 8, 2006 Page 17 of 30 percentage commission, which increases at a much slower rate given σ<1. Thus, while the incentives of a percentage commission are in the right direction for the seller's agent, they are not very "powerful." Second, note that β must be negative; in effect, the optimal fee has the form of a net listing, where the agent "guarantees" a fixed price to the seller, β, and then keeps the difference between this price and the actual sale price. (Essentially, the agent "buys" the house up front.) While net listings are apparently illegal for brokers, our results suggest that sellers should be allowed to negotiate them with their agents in the bargaining stage. (A possible reason that they may not choose to do so, even if allowed, is that net listings allocate all of the risk associated with price uncertainty to the agent, which would only be optimal if agents are risk neutral.)
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Now consider the optimal fee for the buyer's agent, which takes the form δ−P. In this case, the agent again effectively guarantees a price, δ, and is then paid the difference between this price and the actual price. Thus, in contrast to the seller's agent's compensation, the buyer's agent's compensation increases dollar-for-dollar as the negotiated price falls.
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Note that the total compensation for two agents is given by f s +f b =β+δ, where, recall, β<0. Thus, in order for this amount to be positive, we must have δ>−β. Presumably, the market will ensure that this is the case. 28 As an example, let δ=$102,500, −β=$97,500, and suppose the house sells for $100,500. Then the seller's agent's compensation is $100,500−$97,500=$3,000, while the buyer's agent's compensation is $102,500−$100,500=$2,000.
29
An important drawback of this scheme is that, although the gross commission is positive by construction, there is no guarantee that the actual commission for both agents will be positive. In the above example, if the sale price exceeds $102,500, the buyer's agent
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In conclusion, we note that the analysis in this section has not necessarily been intended as a proposal for an alternative compensation structure, especially given the problems just noted. Rather, our primary intent was to illustrate the extent to which the existing structure deviates from the optimum, especially regarding the interests of buyers.
Compensation and Anti-Competitive Behavior
The GAO has alleged that traditional brokers are resistant to nontraditional brokerage practices. 30 In fact, behavior and policies aimed at maintaining traditional practices have prompted allegations of anti-competition from the FTC and DOJ. In this section we suggest that some of the alleged anti-competitive behavior can be traced to the current compensation model.
Under the current compensation structure, we showed that, while ownership of a listing may be privately valuable for brokers, it creates an economically inefficient competition among brokers for listings. There is currently no socially productive reason for brokers to be given the right to compensation just for holding a listing. Traditional brokerage firms are concerned that real estate internet sites will be more successful than local real estate companies in aggregating real estate listing data and thus attracting buyers. 33 The internet sites (assuming they are licensed) earn a fee by referring buyers to local brokers in return for a share of the commission from any sale. Again, in an attempt to maximize their income, listing brokers are hesitant to share listing information in this way.
Third, various states have enacted laws that restrict brokers from offering rebates and other incentives to consumers. As a result, buyer brokers are not allowed to refund a portion of their fee to buyers. Why would the brokerage industry want to disallow this practice?
Again, the answer can be found in the current compensation model. Listing brokers do not want competition from real estate internet sites or buyer brokers who will use a share of the Compensation Model Draft June 8, 2006 Page 20 of 30 listing commission to encourage buyers to enter into relationships with them at the expense of the listing broker. Further, traditional listing brokers do not want competition from discount listing brokers using a rebate scheme to lower seller commission rates.
Finally, our recognition that brokerage can be divided into the matching and bargaining stage supports the idea that brokers should be able to offer different services for different fees to consumers. In fact, we have shown that the optimal compensation schemes in the matching and bargaining stages are separable, thereby allowing division of services in these stages. Dividing up brokerage compensation for services rendered, however, may not be the most profitable compensation structure for brokers, which may explain why so many states have enacted or are contemplating enacting laws requiring brokers to provide a minimum level of services to consumers. A compensation model that allows the parties to freely contract for desired services is needed.
Summary of Proposals
The current residential real estate brokerage compensation model is obsolete in that it is no longer in the best economic interests of buyers and sellers. Market forces pushing for more efficient compensation alternatives have been hampered by brokerage industry efforts to artificially maintain the status quo by pursuing various anti-competitive policies and laws.
Our results suggest several changes that we now summarize.
• Recognize that brokers provide two distinct functions to consumers: matching and bargaining.
• At the matching stage, eliminate wasteful competition for listings and distorted listing broker incentives to control the pool of buyers by granting the sole claim to matching compensation to the broker who finds a ready and willing buyer. In
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• Allow access to the MLS, or other centralized property database, by all sellers without obligating them to enter into an agency relationship with a broker.
Instead, sellers may be charged a fixed fee to enter the MLS, and compensation would then be awarded exclusively to the broker who actually locates a buyer, while no compensation would be due if the seller locates a buyer on his or her own.
• At the bargaining stage, allow buyers and sellers to hire their own agents, and according to compensation schemes that are not necessarily computed as a percentage of the sale price (including net listings).
• Recognize that current alleged industry anti-competitive behavior may be an attempt to prop up a compensation scheme that, while possibly in the best interests of industry participants, is socially unproductive.
24. As noted above, since the matching and bargaining stages are sequential in time, backwards induction requires that brokers in the matching stage rationally anticipate the outcome of the bargaining stage when choosing their search strategies. Thus, the model in the previous section implicitly assumed that A was independent of broker search, which may not be realistic in the case of a percentage commission.
25. Many of the results in this section have already been established, or anticipated, in previous literature. See Anglin (1994) , Yavas (1996) , and Treleven (1993, 1994) .
26. For other arguments against net listings, see Anglin (1994) and Yavas (1996) .
27. This scheme resembles that proposed by Treleven (1993, 1994) , but differs in that compensation falls dollar-for-dollar with the sale price. In contrast, in their scheme, compensation falls in proportion to c/2, where c is the commission rate.
28. For example, the market might dictate that the gross compensation will be 5%-6% of the market value of the house, in which case β and δ will be functions of the market value.
29. The values of β and δ could be tied to the assessed value of the property, V, as follows.
(Our approach follows Treleven, 1993, 1994.) Let V=$100,000, and suppose the gross commission is set at 5% of this value, or $5,000. Then, assuming an equal division of this "provisional commission," we have δ=($100,000)(1+.025)=$102,500, and -β=($100,000)(1-.025)=$97,500. The actual commission, of course, may not be divided equally, as illustrated by the example in the text.
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